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Tail light tape legal

Is it safe and legal to cover only the lights at the rear of the car with red rear light tape, or do you actually need to cover the entire cover of light because it is legal? A recent change, my phone line 409-984-8541, asks a copy by Ricky Ant Wine Caution because the number leaving the question for asking the cops is no longer available. I
appreciate all of the phone questions, concerns, complaints and compliments. They are very helpful in the push to ask the cops! at this point, there is no number that can contact me directly regarding your question, but you can call 409-983-8673 and leave your information, and I will return your call as soon as possible (do not leave any
questions). You can use the email: Ofc. Ricky Antwan, 645 4th Street, Port Arthur, TS, 77640, or email rantoine@portarthurpd.com ask your questions. Of course, if you see me in person, approach me and ask the cops! Can I go to an auto parts store to put my lens on? Can I continue driving with red tape to make it legal? If so, can I pass
the inspection with lens tape? Answer - Good question Ray! The red tape you mentioned is not an approved repair of taillight lenses by the state of Texas. So, putting red tape in the cracks has not repaired the vehicle. If selected, the red tape should only be used as a temporary fix and should not be repaired. Ray, I've seen drivers choose
to put red tape on the tail lamp instead of replacing the broken lamp, and in my opinion, yes, you can stop and quote for a defective tail lamp. You should not be allowed to pass a Texas inspection for your car with red tape covering the cracks in the lens. Beaumont's Gabe asks - I'm honored to be able to write you, I've never been stopped
and given a ticket by Officer Antwan!! Between you and barmaster officers on that motorcycle Beaumont PD, I'm one scary straight driver! I know officers get knocked for what you do, but it has to be done to protect lives! I had the family of a couple killed for an accident. If you've seen me not doing what's right behind the wheel, don't have
a moment of weakness. Treat me like you did I'm sure thousands of others before me because I deserve it. One question I have is is is is it illegal to drive after you turn on your inner dome light?Answer — Good question Gabe! Thank you for the continued support of our mission in the city of Port Arthur to make public safety one of our top
priorities. all citizens are notFight, smoke drugs or kill, but what we all have in common is whether to drive or ride as a passenger in a car. You mention my friend at Beaumont PD, Barmaster and you're right, he has a burning desire for safer roads in Beaumont! Every year, we have more citizens who have been hurt, injured or killed as a
result of vehicle crashes than gangsters, thugs, robbers or thieves who commit heinous acts. Now, to address your question, yes, it is legal to operate a motor vehicle in Texas with the inner dome light turned on. Don't feel bad, I've heard this is illegal as well! asks Hayley from Groves - Officer Antoine, I was blown away saying the only
thing more dangerous than driving or driving while you slept was DWI! And this is one girl driving with her phone down! Then there are people like you who have made the decision to change for this post. Hayley's drink driving is very dangerous and there are more dangerous acts than texting while driving. I still like to use the Texas
acronym DWI and call it INTEXTICATED DRIVING. Instead of getting intoxicated with an alcoholic substance, a law forbidding citizens is texting mobile phones. I appreciate this post opening your eyes to put your phone while driving. Haley helps spread the message that dealing with mobile phones and driving a car is not a MIX!!!! Pull,
turn off your phone, put your phone in the trunk, remove the battery and do whatever it takes to stay away from your phone while driving. Consider this, the life you save may be just you! Tune in and listen as Officer Antwan discusses in detail the newly released Ask the Cops article in the news. Internet access is also available at
www.ksapthebreeze.org. Don't forget to email rantoine@portarthurpd.com or mail questions: Ofc. Ricky Antwan, 645 4th Street, Port Arthur, T., 77640. If you see me in public, always approach freely and comfortably and say, Ask the cops! so someone drove and drove to my taillight in the parking lot. I'm ordering a taillight assembly
instead of a model, but in the mean time I have to makeMy taillights are red and don't show the glowing white of the light bulbs. I know that using tape is illegal in some places, so is Edmonton one of those places? this is the tape I'm looking at: I was looking for a website that sells replacement assemblies like two hours now. I looked at all
the Canadian websites on google's first and second pages and couldn't find any to sell my car model (2013 Nissan Rogue). I'm probably going to buy one from go-parts.com as they are the only websites I've found, 2) I'll let you buy it from Canada. It costs $98, half of which is shipping. Are there any other good options?Page 2 15
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